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Statistical Analysis of Amino Acid Patterns in
Transmembrane Helices: The GxxxG Motif Occurs
Frequently and in Association with b -branched
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To ®nd motifs that mediate helix-helix interactions in membrane proteins,
we have analyzed frequently occurring combinations of residues in a
database of transmembrane domains. Our analysis was performed with a
novel formalism, which we call TMSTAT, for exactly calculating the
expectancies of all pairs and triplets of residues in individual sequences,
taking into account differential sequence composition and the substantial
effect of ®nite length in short segments. We found that the number of signi®cantly over and under-represented pairs and triplets was much
greater than the random expectation. Isoleucine, glycine and valine were
the most common residues in these extreme cases. The main theme
observed is patterns of small residues (Gly, Ala and Ser) at i and i  4
found in association with large aliphatic residues (Ile, Val and Leu) at
neighboring positions (i.e. i  1 and i  2). The most over-represented
pair is formed by two glycine residues at i and i  4 (GxxxG, 31.6 %
above expectation, p < 1  10ÿ33) and it is strongly associated with the
neighboring b-branched residues Ile and Val. In fact, the GxxxG pair has
been described as part of the strong interaction motif in the glycophorin
A transmembrane dimer, in which the pair is associated with two Val
residues (GVxxGV). GxxxG is also the major motif identi®ed using TOXCAT, an in vivo selection system for transmembrane oligomerization
motifs. In conjunction with these experimental observations, our results
highlight the importance of the GxxxG  b-branched motif in transmembrane helix-helix interactions. In addition, the special role for the
b-branched residues Ile and Val suggested here is consistent with the
hypothesis that residues with constrained rotameric freedom in helical
conformation might reduce the entropic cost of folding in transmembrane
proteins. Additional material is available at http://engelman.csb.yale.
edu/tmstat and http://bioinfo.mbb.yale.edu/tmstat.
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Introduction
The two dozen high-resolution structures of integral membrane proteins available so far have
revealed only two simple folds, the helical bundle
and the closed beta barrel. These folds are the simAbbreviations used: TM, transmembrane; TMD,
transmembrane domain; GpA, glycophorin A; CD,
circular dichroism.
E-mail address of the corresponding author:
don@paradigm.csb.yale.edu
0022-2836/00/030921±16 $35.00/0

plest solutions to satisfying the hydrogen bonding
potential of the polypeptide backbone amide
groups in the lipid bilayer. In the helical family,
the membrane-spanning domains are generally
composed of very hydrophobic stretches of 20-30
amino acid residues. Algorithms based on hydrophobicity scales (Boyd et al., 1998; Engelman et al.,
1986; Kyte & Doolittle, 1982; von Heijne, 1992)
reliably identify these domains from primary
sequences. As a consequence, a large database of
predicted helical transmembrane (TM) domains
(TMD) exists.
# 2000 Academic Press
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Thus, structural information in a membrane protein sequence can be statistically interpreted.
Elements of the structural simplicity of these proteins suggest the existence of commonly used patterns in transmembrane helix-helix interactions.
First, the space that natural selection can sample in
search of favorable combinations seems to be limited by the low complexity of the sequences, since
two-thirds of transmembrane residues comprise,
on average, only six amino acids (Leu, Ile, Val,
Phe, Ala, and Gly), as schematized in Figure 1(a).
The helices tend to adopt perpendicular orientation
in order to span the bilayer (Bowie, 1997), and
helix packing theories suggest that only a subset of
the relative inter-helical orientations are optimal
for interaction (Bowie, 1997; Chothia et al., 1981;
Richmond & Richards, 1978; Walther et al., 1996).
Moreover, the need for a detailed ®t to maximize
weak van der Waals interactions and the preference for preformed interfaces to minimize entropy
lost upon packing, as postulated by MacKenzie &
Engelman (1998), could also limit the number of
conformations suitable for interaction.
The existence of correlations between residues
has been suggested in previous statistical studies
on predicted TM sequence databases (Arkin &
Brunger, 1998; Landolt-Marticorena et al., 1993;
Samatey et al., 1995). Here, we present a rigorous
analysis of the frequency of occurrence of all pairs
and triplets of amino acids in a large non-homologous set of sequences, compared with their
theoretical expectancies.
Expectancy can be calculated trivially by the
product of the frequency of amino acids in
the database. However, this method requires the
assumption that in terms of composition, the
sequences belong to a homogeneous population.
We have formulated a procedure for calculating
analytically expectancy distributions of occurrence

based on the composition of the individual
sequences. Our method takes into account the
®nite-length effect that for short sequences, such as
transmembrane domains, becomes very important.
The ratios between the observed occurrences and
their relative mean expectancy value (odds ratio)
allowed for the identi®cation of the over-represented and under-represented pairs and triplets.
The exact expectancy distribution permitted the
calculation of a precise statistical signi®cance for
the observed differences from expectation. Our
results show that a large number of signi®cant
cases exist, suggesting structural themes in helixhelix interaction and a special role for glycine and
the b-branched Ile and Val in transmembrane
domains.

Results
Characteristics of the database
The collection of sequences used in this analysis
was obtained from the 49,946 transmembrane
domains annotated in the Swiss-Prot database. In
94 % of the cases, the annotations were marked as
potential, possible or probable, indicating that they
were identi®ed by hydrophobicity algorithms
(Table 1). In order to remove homology, TM
sequences with high similarity scores to others
were excluded, as described in Methods. The procedure yielded a database with 13,606 TMDs, an
adequate size for the proposed analysis.
Helical transmembrane domains generally vary
in length from 20 to 30 residues. The sequences
annotated in Swiss-Prot are mainly in that range,
as shown in the histogram in Figure 1(b). Instead
of using the complete annotations, however, we
performed the analysis on ®xed-length windows of
18 residues selected for maximum hydrophobicity.

Table 1. Transmembrane annotations in the Swiss-Prot database (rel. 37 and updates until March 17, 1999)
Bitopic proteinsa

All proteins
Protein
recordsc
Complete databasef
Eukaryota
Bacteria
Archaea
Viruses
Non-homologous
databaseg
Eukaryota
Bacteria
Archaea
Viruses
a

d

TMs

Potential
(%)e

Protein
records

d

TMs

Polytopic proteinsb

Potential
(%)e

Protein
recordsc

Potential
(%)e

10,769
6587
3156
297
729

46,946
27,288
16,881
1341
1436

94.3
92.5
97.2
98.2
90.6

3863
2630
706
71
456

3863
2630
706
71
456

78.5
74.4
93.6
94.4
76.3

6906
3957
2450
226
273

43,053
24,658
16,175
1270
980

95.8
94.5
97.4
98.4
97.2

5309
2510
2333
244
222

13,606
5619
6963
666
358

96.4
95.2
97.4
98.6
93.6

1174
749
294
43
88

1174
749
294
43
88

84.2
79.0
95.2
97.7
84.1

4135
1761
2039
201
134

12,432
4870
6669
623
270

97.6
97.6
97.5
98.7
96.7

Proteins containing a single transmembrane domains (single-span).
Proteins containing multiple transmembrane domains (multi-span).
c
Number of proteins containing transmembrane annotations.
d
Annotated transmembrane domains (TRANSMEM entries in the FT ®eld).
e
Transmembrane annotations marked as POTENTIAL or POSSIBLE or PROBABLE.
f
Database containing all Swiss-Prot annotated transmembrane domains.
g
Database used for the statistical analysis, obtained from the complete database after homology removal.
b

TMsd
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Figure 2. Variation in the amino acid composition at
different positions in the l8 amino acid residue transmembrane sequences used for the pair and triplet correlation analysis. Each 18 residue sequence corresponds to
the most hydrophobic window of the 30 residue span
centered on each Swiss-Prot annotation.
Figure 1. Average composition and length of the
transmembrane annotations in Swiss-Prot. (a) Composition; the shaded areas emphasize the fact that, on average, one half of transmembrane residues comprise only
four amino acids and two-thirds of the total only six
amino acids. (b) Length distribution of all transmembrane annotations. Inset: distribution of the sequences
not labeled as POTENTIAL, PROBABLE or POSSIBLE.

position are limited to the extremities, and the variations are signi®cantly reduced compared to those
of the original annotations (data not shown).
Analytical procedures

The composition of transmembrane sequences varies along sections exposed to different environments (water interface, lipid head-group and
hydrocarbon regions). To avoid highlighting amino
acid correlations that are due to these variations, it
is important to limit the analysis to the portion of
the sequence likely to be exposed to the hydrocarbon region. Moreover, the exact de®nition of
the boundaries of a transmembrane domain is a
non-trivial problem, even among solved structures.
The majority of the sequences are putative, and
incorrect assignment of the boundaries would
result in contamination from ¯anking regions;
using shorter sequences selected for hydrophobicity should minimize this risk. The exact boundaries of the transmembrane regions are generally
not well established in Swiss-Prot, as demonstrated
by the peak at 21 residues in the length distribution of the annotations (Figure 1(b)). Such a
sharp demarcation is probably an artifact of the
algorithms commonly used to identify transmembrane domains. The distribution is much more
widespread when the putative annotations are
excluded (inset). The amino acid composition of
each of the 18 positions of the analyzed sequences
is shown in Figure 2. The major differences in com-

The one-letter code of the two amino acids followed by their separation k will be used to indicate
pairs of residues at distance i, i  k (k is also
referred to as the register). For example, the pair in
which Ala and Leu are at i, i  3 (AxxL) is indicated by AL3. The occurrences in the TM sequence
database of all 4000 pairs formed by all combinations of the 20 amino acids at registers 1 to 10
were counted. Raw counts are not very informative, since the main factor determining the gross
number of occurrences of a pair in a set of
sequences is the relative frequency of its residues.
The Leu-Leu pairs at all separations (LLk), for
instance, are the most numerous among the pairs
in the database, since Leu is by far the most
frequent residue. Therefore, to identify speci®c
relationships that might be clues to helix interactions, it is necessary to refer to an expectation of
the occurrence of each amino acid pair and triplet
that permits distinguishing over-represented and
under-represented pairs while accounting for the
relative frequency of the amino acids. We calculated the expectation with a novel formalism
named TMSTAT that incorporates both composition and length of every individual sequence and
thus does not require the assumption that all
sequences belong to a homogeneous composition
distribution and accounts for ®nite-length effects.
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Based on formally derived probability distributions, a statistical signi®cance (p) was assigned
to any observed difference from expectation, i.e.
the probability that a difference equal to or larger
than that observed could occur by chance if the
residues were actually randomly distributed. The
TMSTAT method is presented in detail in Appendix and Figure 9.
GxxxG (GG4) is the most significant pair
In analyzing 4000 randomly distributed variables, one would expect to observe by chance one
instance of a difference from expectation with
signi®cance p < 0.00025 (1/4000); in the present
analysis, 117 pairs deviate from the expected
occurrences with at least that signi®cance. The data
for the most signi®cant outliers found are shown
in Table 2A (over-represented pairs) and Table 2B
(under-represented pairs). At least one of the ten
most signi®cant over-represented pairs is found in
76 % of the sequences in the database. (A table containing observed and expected occurrences of all
4000 pairs is available at http://engelman.csb.
yale.edu/tmstat
and
http://bioinfo.mbb.yale.
edu/tmstat).
GG4 (GxxxG) is the pair with the strongest positive correlation. In the database, GG4 occurs 1641
times, 32 % more than its expectation of 1247 (odds
ratio observed/expected  1.32). The occurrence of
the GG4 pair is compared with its expectation
curve in Figure 3(a). The probability of observing
an equal or greater difference from expectation by
chance is unrealistic (p  6.4  10ÿ34). The high frequency of GG4 in a database of predicted TM
sequences was reported by Arkin & Brunger
(1998); however, the expectation and signi®cance
for the occurrences of the pair were not calculated.
The observed occurrences of all Gly-Gly pairs as
a function of separations and their expectation
values are plotted in Figure 3(b). In the pro®le, the
pair GG4 peaks between two positions that are
relatively ``unbiased.`` A signi®cant negative bias
is observed for the interaction of two adjacent
Gly residues (GG1, 9 % below expectation,
p  1.0  10ÿ4). A second positive, corresponding
to GG7, is observed 16 % more often than its
expected occurrences (p  2.9  10ÿ8). Clearly, the
observed correlations must derive from speci®c
position-dependent selection of residue properties.
Pairs containing isoleucine, glycine and valine
are the most biased
The 30 most signi®cant over-represented pairs,
shown in Table 2A, frequently contain isoleucine,
glycine and valine residues. Ile is present in 14
pairs (®ve of the top eight cases). Gly exists in 11
pairs (®ve of the top six cases). Val is found in
eight pairs (four of the top ten cases). Leu, the
most common residue in transmembrane domains,
is found in only ®ve pairs and never in the top ten
cases.

Figure 3. Occurrences of Gly-Gly pairs and their
expectation. (a) Probability function P(NGG4) associated
with any possible number of occurrences (NGG4) of the
pair GG4 (GxxxG) in the database of TM sequences. The
arrow marks the actual occurrences observed (observed
1641;
expected
1246.8;
statistical
signi®cance
p  6.4  10ÿ34). (b) Observed occurrences NGGk of all
GGk pairs (*) as a function of distance i, i  k. The
straight line represents the expectation. The line is
sloped due to end effects: in a sequence with ®nite
length more pairs are possible at short register than at
longer register. The error bars de®ne the 99 % interval of
con®dence around the expectations (the range outside
which a value has signi®cance p < 0.01).

Pair correlation results reflect
helical periodicity
The pie diagram shown in Figure 4(a) depicts
the proportion of the most signi®cant pairs of
Table 2A grouped by register. Pairs with registers
1 to 4 comprise 90 % of the cases. Together, registers 1 and 4 are found in almost two-thirds of the
cases. A stronger tendency of pairs at i, i  1 and
i  4 to deviate from expectation is found in the
entire set of 4000 pairs. The tendency is evidenced
by the w2 scores of pairs as a function of register,
shown in Figure 4(b), that clearly peak at these
two positions. These results are strongly consistent
with helical geometry. Four residues comprise
about one helical turn in regular a-helix conformation (3.6 residues per turn); at i, i  1 and i,
i  4, both residues of the pair are presented on the
same face of a regular a-helix, as schematized in
the wheel diagram of Figure 4(c).
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Table 2. The 30 most signi®cant over-represented and under-represented pairs sorted by signi®cance
Pair

Occurrencesa

Expectationb

Standard deviationc

Significance (p)d

Odds ratioe

A. Over-represented pairs
GG4
II4
GA4
IG1
IG2
VG2
IV4
IP1
VV4
VI4
AV1
GL3
AG4
WQ1
IL4
AA3
VG1
GG7
VL4
IS2
SI2
GI1
IY10
YY3
IF10
GI2
PI3
PV1
PL1
LP1

1641
3782
2057
2721
2528
2268
3003
992
2770
2965
3149
3392
1929
88
4784
2719
2295
1138
4362
1916
1912
2536
496
245
1617
2375
809
777
1342
1342

1246.8
3289.2
1698.4
2318.4
2182.1
1945.2
2636.3
788.8
2443.2
2636.3
2823.2
3062.7
1698.4
45.8
4446.3
2477.0
2066.7
979.6
4064.3
1717.0
1717.0
2318.4
397.0
180.9
1443.1
2182.1
696.0
667.8
1203.8
1203.8

31.3
48.2
37.0
41.9
41.1
39.1
45.5
25.2
42.5
45.5
45.8
47.7
37.0
6.5
57.3
42.2
40.0
28.0
54.9
36.7
36.7
41.9
19.0
12.4
35.7
41.1
24.0
23.4
30.0
30.0

6.4 10ÿ34
8.4 10ÿ24
3.6 10ÿ21
4.8 10ÿ21
1.3 10ÿ16
5.7 10ÿ16
2.1 10ÿ15
4.5 10ÿ15
3.8 10ÿ14
1.1 10ÿ12
2.2 10ÿ12
9.7 10ÿ12
9.1 10ÿ10
3.9 10ÿ9
4.9 10ÿ9
1.3 10ÿ8
1.8 10ÿ8
2.9 10ÿ8
7.7 10ÿ8
9.0 10ÿ8
1.5 10ÿ7
2.9 10ÿ7
4.5 10ÿ7
6.3 10ÿ7
1.6 10ÿ6
3.3 10ÿ6
4.0 10ÿ6
5.0 10ÿ6
5.4 10ÿ6
5.4 10ÿ6

1.32
1.15
1.21
1.17
1.16
1.17
1.14
1.26
1.13
1.12
1.12
1.11
1.14
1.92
1.08
1.10
1.11
1.16
1.07
1.12
1.11
1.09
1.25
1.35
1.12
1.09
1.16
1.16
1.11
1.11

B. Under-represented pairs
II2
GI4
IL1
FL1
FI4
IG4
LW4
IV2
YL4
PG1
CP1
FV3
AP1
IW4
IM1
FL3
FV4
FI3
LW3
V12
GP1
YI4
FL2
VG4
FF2
FM1
FL6
II1
WV1
LL2

3223
1564
4906
3954
2182
1620
611
2683
788
311
56
1991
508
376
922
3575
1869
2462
707
2759
335
575
3862
1517
2244
743
2861
3744
454
7509

3759.1
1909.3
5399.1
4394.8
2525.4
1909.3
786.7
3013.0
974.5
434.2
113.1
2244.3
642.2
493.2
1091.4
3877.7
2094.6
2705.7
842.8
3013.0
434.2
694.8
4136.3
1702.0
2450.3
872.3
3102.2
3994.0
549.1
7821.3

50.6
39.1
60.7
55.4
44.5
39.1
25.0
47.6
27.9
19.3
10.1
42.1
22.9
20.4
29.5
53.3
41.0
45.6
25.7
47.6
19.3
24.0
54.4
37.2
41.9
26.7
49.4
51.6
21.3
69.4

5.1 10ÿ27
1.4 10ÿ19
2.5 19ÿ16
9.4 10ÿ16
4.1 10ÿ15
4.8 10ÿ14
5.2 10ÿ13
2.3 10ÿ12
7.3 10ÿ12
2.8 10ÿ11
9.0 10ÿ10
1.1 10ÿ9
1.8 10ÿ9
2.9 10ÿ9
4.7 10ÿ9
1.1 10ÿ8
2.5 10ÿ8
6.7 10ÿ8
7.5 10ÿ8
7.7 10ÿ8
1.2 10ÿ7
3.7 10ÿ7
3.9 10ÿ7
5.0 10ÿ7
7.1 10ÿ7
8.4 10ÿ7
8810ÿ7
1.1 10ÿ6
5.1 10ÿ6
6.5 10ÿ6

0.86
0.82
0.91
0.90
0.86
0.85
0.78
0.89
0.81
0.72
0.50
0.89
0.79
0.76
0.84
0.92
0.89
0.91
0.84
0.92
0.77
0.83
0.93
0.89
0.92
0.85
0.92
0.94
0.83
0.96

a

Number of observed occurrences of the pair in the database.
Average expected number of occurrences.
c
Standard deviation of the expectation distribution.
d
Calculated as two-tailed integral of the expectation distribution.
e
Occurrences/Expectation ratio.
b
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Figure 4. (a) Relative frequency of the 30 most signi®cant pairs of Table 2A grouped by register. (b) Overall
deviation from expectation at different registers, calculated as w2 score on the entire set of pairs. Pairs grouped
by register (group size n  400):
w2 

by one small residue (Ala, Gly and Ser) and a
b-branched aliphatic residue at i, i  1 (IG1 and
VG1; GI1 and AVI) and i, i  2 (IG2, VG2 and
IS2; SI2 and GI2). Finally, a number of pairs are
formed by Pro and large aliphatic residues (Ile,
Val and Leu) at register 1 (IP1 and LP1; PV1
and PL1). In the list of the signi®cant under-represented pairs, combinations of b-branched residues and glycine are very disfavored at i, i  4
(GI4, IG4 and VG4) and neighboring Pro and
Gly are also disfavored (PG1 and GP1).
The correspondence between the observed biases
and side-chain chemistry also appears in the comparison of pairs pro®les at all registers. In Figure 5,
the occurrences of pairs normalized to their expectancy (odds ratios, observed/expected) are plotted
as a function of register. In Figure 5(a), all pairs
formed by combinations of Ile and Val have very
similar pro®les with a strong positive correlation at
i, i  4 and a negative peak at i  2. Striking similarity is also evident in Figure 5(b), where the pro®les of pairs formed by Gly and Ile or Val are
shown.
These results suggest a general tendency for two
large aliphatic residues (in particular the bbranched ones) to correlate at i, i  4 when they
are on the same face of the helix and to anti-correlate when they are on opposite faces. Pairs of smaller residues (in particular Gly) on the same face of
the helix are also favored. Lastly, pairs formed by
one small and one large residue correlate positively
on adjacent (i, i  1) or opposite faces (i  2) and,
conversely, are strongly disfavored on the same
face (i  4).

X Observed ÿ Expected2
Expected
pairs

(c) Relative angular position along the helical axis of
residues in pairs at different registers. The ®lled circle at
the top of the helical wheel diagram (3.6 residues per
turn) indicates the residue at i (*). The position of the
residue at i  k is indicated by the respective number k.
The arrows mark the registers with the highest overall
tendency to diverge from expectation, as observed in (a)
and (b).

Similar biases are found with pairs of residues
with similar structure
A remarkable feature of the results shown in
Table 2 is that most of the pairs can be grouped
by register and side-chain chemistry into a few
categories. For example, GG4, GA4 and AG4 are
all observed among them. Similarly, all combinations of the b-branched aliphatic residues at i,
i  4 (II4, IV4, VI4 and VV4) are extremely signi®cant. The pairs IL4 and VL4 are also among
the most signi®cant pairs (Leu is isomeric to Ile
but g-branched). There are many pairs formed

Figure 5. Normalized occurrences of pairs formed by
combinations of the b-branched residues Ile, Val and
Gly at all registers. Odds ratio  (observed occurrences/
expected) The bars represent the 99 % con®dence interval around the expectation. (a) Pairs formed by Ile and
Val. (b) Pairs formed by Gly with Ile or Val.
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Figure 6. Odds ratios of pairs formed by similar residues. [Small], small residues, Gly, Ala and Ser; [Large],
large aliphatic residues, Ile, Val and Leu. The error bars
mark the 99 % con®dence interval around the expectation.

These general themes can be appreciated in
Figure 6, where sets of pairs at the same register
are grouped by side-chain size and compared.
All pairs formed by two small residues (Gly,
Ala and Ser) at register 4 are positively biased
with a signi®cance of at least p < 0.01 (except the
case of AS4). The b-branched residues Ile and
Val correlate very strongly at register 4 (II4, IV4,
VI4, VV4). Interestingly, Leu seems to be part of
the trend of positively correlating [Large][Large]
pairs at i, i  4 only when it is occupying the Cterminal position (IL4, VL4); all pairs in which
Leu precedes a second large residue (LI4, LV4,
LL4) are unbiased. The majority of the combinations of large and small residues at registers 1
and 2 have a positive bias with a signi®cance of
at least p < 0.05. Not all deviations from expectation are large or very signi®cant. However, the
observed trends can be taken with more con®dence than the individual deviations, as it is less
probable for a series of random deviations to
occur all in the same direction.
Analysis of triplets shows that residue
correlations extend beyond the pair level
The relationships between pairs of larger and
smaller residues suggested that the correlations
were not limited to the pairs, since positively
correlating pairs can be consistently combined to
form higher-order patterns. This was con®rmed
by extending the analysis to triplets. The occurrences of 200,000 amino acid triplets were
counted and compared to an expectation computed with the same method used for the pairs.
The reference was therefore calculated on the

frequency of the single residue in the sequences
and not relative to the pairs. The 30 triplets
with the strongest positive correlation are listed
in Table 3. The most signi®cant triplets were
indeed composed of combinations of strongly
biased pairs. For example, the most signi®cant
case IG1L3 (IGxxL) is composed of IG1, IL4 and
GL3, all observed in the 15 most biased pairs.
The signi®cance of IGxxL (p  1.8  10ÿ20) is
slightly lower than that of IG1 but higher than
those of IL4 and GL3. However, it is incorrect
to compare the p values, since, on average, the
triplets have a smaller number of occurrences
than the pairs, and p values strongly depend on
``sample size'' (for example, when a coin is
tossed once, 100 % ``heads'' is not a signi®cant
result, but in one million tosses 51 % heads
undoubtedly indicates a defective coin). A more
appropriate value for comparison is the odds
ratio (observed/expected occurrences). In the
most signi®cant triplets, the observed odds ratios
always exceed those of the corresponding pairs.
Triplets containing the pair GG4 are present
many times in Table 3, mostly in conjunction with
Ile, Val or Leu at registers 1 and 2 with respect
to the Gly residues. The interactions of the GG4
pair with Ile and Val at these distances is evident
in Figure 7, which illustrates the effect of a third
residue at positions relative to the GG4 pair. In
addition, many strongly correlating triplets in
Table 3 contain two large aliphatic residues interacting with one Gly or another small residue at
position 1 and 2 (IG1L3, IG2I2, VG2I2, IG1I3,
IS2I2, IA3V1, etc.). Together, these correlations
de®ne the main theme of the analysis, i.e. patterns
of larger and smaller residues that are strongly
favored to coexist at neighboring helical faces.

Discussion
Many of the amino acid correlations that were
found in the present analysis are readily interpretable in terms of helix-helix interaction patterns. Most of the positively correlating pairs
occur at separations i, i  1 and i  4, i.e. on the
same face in a-helical conformation. At register i,
i  4 there is a marked preference for pairs of
residues with similar size, while combinations of
a small and a large residue are strongly disfavored. Furthermore, the GG4 pair and its
relationship with b-branched residues at i  1
relative to the glycine residues has been
observed in two important membrane oligomerizing systems: in the interface of glycophorin A
(GpA) transmembrane dimer (Lemmon et al.,
1994; MacKenzie et al., 1997), and by an in vivo
selection system for transmembrane helix-helix
association (Russ & Engelman, 2000). The other
strong correlation of GG4 with b-branched residues at i  2 is more dif®cult to explain in
terms of helix-helix interaction, because these
patterns in an a-helical conformation would
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Table 3. The 30 most signi®cant over-represented triplets sorted by signi®cance
Triplet
IG1L3
IG2I2
IG2G4
IG1A4
GV2G2
VG2I2
IG1I3
GG4G4
IV4L4
IP1I3
IS2I2
GI2G2
IG1G4
IA3V1
IG2L2
VG2G4
II4L4
VV4G2
PI3G2
VG5L3
IA2I2
GG4I2
AC3A4
VG2L3
VG1G4
IG2L3
GG4L3
VG2L2
IV4V4
GL3G1

Occurrencesa
535
399
244
309
244
331
382
146
488
162
319
255
236
388
485
201
555
257
90
334
428
213
71
413
206
439
274
438
298
334

Expectationb
353.4
258.1
137.6
191.7
143.3
211.0
258.1
75.9
348.1
88.7
211.4
160.6
149.1
274.0
353.4
122.9
419.6
169.5
43.1
234.8
316.7
137.6
32.3
305.3
133.1
328.2
189.6
328.8
210.7
241.3

Standard deviationc
18.3
15.6
11.5
13.6
11.7
14.3
15.6
8.8
18.3
9.2
14.1
12.4
11.9
16.2
18.4
10.9
19.7
12.7
6.5
15.1
17.2
11.5
5.6
17.1
11.3
17.7
13.5
17.7
14.1
15.1

Significance (p)d
1.8 10ÿ20
3.8 10ÿ18
6.1 10ÿ18
1.6 10ÿ15
3.6 10ÿ15
6.7 10ÿ15
7.4 10ÿ14
1.4 10ÿ13
5.1 10ÿ13
5.9 10ÿ13
1.1 10ÿ12
1.6 10ÿ12
4.7 10ÿ12
7.7 10ÿ12
1.1 10ÿ11
2.6 10ÿ11
2.7 10ÿ11
1.2 10ÿ10
2.2 10ÿ10
4.4 10ÿ10
7.1 10ÿ10
9.6 10ÿ10
1.6 10ÿ9
1.7 10ÿ9
1.9 10ÿ9
2.2 10ÿ9
3.3 10ÿ9
4.0 10ÿ9
4.5 10ÿ9
4.9 10ÿ9

Odds ratioe
1.51
1.55
1.77
1.61
1.70
1.57
1.48
1.92
1.40
1.83
1.51
1.59
1.58
1.42
1.37
1.64
1.32
1.52
2.09
1.42
1.35
1.55
2.20
1.35
1.55
1.34
1.45
1.33
1.41
1.38

a

Number of observed occurrences of the triplet in the database.
Average expected number of occurrences.
c
Standard deviation of the expectation distribution curve.
d
Calculated as two-tailed integral of the expectation distribution.
e
Occurrences/Expectation ratio.
b

place the residues on opposite sides of the helix.
We propose a possible explanation for this pattern in terms of helix ¯exibility modulation.

Comparison with GpA transmembrane dimer
GG4 is the key feature of the dimerization interface of glycophorin A, the best characterized transmembrane helix-helix interaction. The single TMD
of GpA forms a symmetric right-handed homodimer based on the seven residue motif
LIxxGVxxGVxxT (Lemmon et al., 1992, 1994). The
glycine residues allow the backbones to reach close
proximity and the larger side-chains pack in a
``ridges into grooves'' fashion (MacKenzie et al.,
1997).
Many other features of the GpA interaction
motif are found among the most signi®cant results
of the present analysis: IV4 and VV4, for instance,
are two of the most strongly correlating amino
acid pairs. In addition, the majority of the amino
acid triplets of the motif correlate positively in this
analysis, as shown in Table 4.

Comparison with the TOXCAT in vivo selection
system for helix-helix interaction
The GG4 pair is almost invariably present in the
transmembrane oligomerization motifs identi®ed
from randomized sequences by the TOXCAT
in vivo selection system, presented in the accompanying paper (Russ & Engelman, 2000). Seven
positions with the periodicity of the GpA motif
were randomized to a set of possibilities at each
motif position in the context of a poly-leucine (Leu
library) or poly-alanine (Ala library) background.
The results (refer to Figure 4 in the accompanying
paper) often contained the theme of large residues
(Ile, Val or Leu) associated with the GG4 pair at
positions 1, in excellent agreement with the present statistical analysis.
In the TOXCAT library with a Leu context, the
larger residues occurred at positions i  1 relative
to the two glycine residues (G[IVL]xxG[IVL]). The
b-branched residues were prevalent, especially in
the ®rst position. In addition, Thr was often found
in the selection system at position i  4 from the
second glycine residue. In the present statistical
analysis, we ®nd that the GG4T4 triplet, which is
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Figure 7. Triplet analysis: interaction of a third residue with the GG4 pair. The Figure represents the odds
ratios of triplets containing the pair GG4 in conjunction
with either a small residue (Gly, Ala and Ser, left
panels) or a large aliphatic residue (Ile, Val and Leu,
right panels). The position of the bars along the x-axis
re¯ects the actual position of the residue relative to the
pair GG4. The baseline is set at 1.316, the odds ratio
observed for the pair GG4.

observed also in the GpA motif, is strongly overrepresented (58 %, p  3.4  10ÿ4). In the Ala
library, the two large residues occurred at position
i ÿ 1, on the N-terminal side of the GG4 pair
([IVL]Gxx[IVL]G). b-Branched residues were again
prevalent. A schematic comparison of our results
with the TOXCAT selection can also be found in
Table 2 of Russ & Engelman (2000).

The convergence of the results obtained with
such dissimilar approaches is remarkable,
especially if one considers that the TOXCAT
system reports the oligomerization events of bitopic (single-span) transmembrane domains, while
the correlation analysis is based mostly on polytopic (multi-span) proteins (Table 1). The frequent
®nding of GG4 with large ¯anking residues by
TOXCAT, which selects for strong transmembrane
interactions, probably re¯ects the excellent opportunity provided by the deep groove and ridge of
the motif for bringing two helices in extensive contact, as observed in the GpA structure. If strong
interactions are important in polytopic proteins,
they are essential in oligomerizing helices, as more
energy is required to compensate for the larger
entropy cost of association of helices that are not
covalently joined by extra-membranous loops.
Following this line of reasoning, one could
expect the GG4 pair to be more frequent in the
TMDs of single-span transmembrane proteins. To
address this question, we analyzed bitopic and
polytopic sequences separately (data not shown).
In a raw count, the pair is indeed found more frequently in bitopic sequences (on average, in 12.5 %
of bitopic domains and in 12.1 % of polytopic
transmembrane domains). The GG4 pair is the
most signi®cant outlier in both databases, but it is
more over-represented relative to its expected
occurrences in the bitopic (37.8 %) than in the
polytopic set (30.8 %). However, caution should
be exercised when inferring the relative importance
of the motif in the two different topologies from
these results. In polytopic proteins, weak helixhelix interactions embedded in a bundle might be
tolerable and extra-membranous loops might

Table 4. Results of triplet analysis for all triplets present in the dimerization motif of glycophorin A
(LIxxGVxxGVxxT), sorted by decreasing odds ratio
Triplet
GG4T4
IG3G4
IV4V4
GG4V1
GV1G3
LG4G4
LV5V4
IG3V1
IV4G3
IG3V5
VG3V1
LG4V1
GV1V4
LI1G3
LI1V4
VV4T3
VG3T4
LG4V5
GV5T3
LV5G3
GV1T3

Significance (p)
ÿ4

3.410
1.810ÿ6
4.510ÿ9
1.610ÿ3
3.110ÿ3
9.610ÿ3
2.810ÿ3
1.910ÿ2
4.910ÿ2
5.710ÿ2
3.410ÿ2
6.510ÿ2
2.110ÿ1
2.610ÿ1
2.810ÿ1
8.810ÿ1
1.0 100
7.010ÿ1
8.510ÿ1
6.010ÿ1
4.110ÿ1

Odds ratio
1.58
1.43
1.41
1.28
1.25
1.20
1.17
1.16
1.15
1.15
1.15
1.10
1.09
1.06
1.05
1.01
1.00
0.97
0.96
0.96
0.90
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sometimes direct the folds. On the other hand, the
fraction of transmembrane anchors in the singlespan database that are not engaged in interactions
is also unknown. ``Passive'' sequences with nearly
randomly distributed residues would provide only
an increase in the background noise and a decrease
in the signi®cance of the results. Thus, the only
conclusion supported by the data is that the GG4
pair is very important in both bitopic and polytopic membrane proteins.

Our results are therefore consistent with the
hypothesized importance of a ``preformed interface'' and the possibility that the use of residues
with constrained side-chains in helical conformation might have general signi®cance in limiting
the entropic cost of association in a large set of
membrane proteins.

b -Branched residues could minimize entropy
loss upon packing

A combination of theoretical arguments and
experimental evidence suggests the hypothesis that
pairs of Ile and Val at i, i  4, which we ®nd all
strongly over-represented in this analysis, might
in¯uence ¯exibility in TM helices. Helical conformation prevents the w1 dihedral from positioning a
heavy g-substitute in gaucheÿ orientation due to the
steric clashes with the backbone carbonyl oxygen
atom at i ÿ 3 (McGregor et al., 1987). In an analysis
of intrahelical side-chain/side-chain interactions in
soluble proteins, Walther & Argos (1996) reported
that the majority of the contacts occurred between
pairs of residues with spacing i, i  4. As they
pointed out, interactions can occur at this separation, since they are promoted by w1 rotamers that
involve a combination of a trans (at i position) and
a gauche (at i  4) dihedral. Conversely, i, i  1
and i, i  3 interactions require the unfavorable gÿ
conformation (gÿ/g and t/gÿ, respectively). The
two Cg atoms of b-branched residues are forced to
occupy simultaneously g and t positions to avoid
the gÿ dihedral (Schrauber et al., 1993). For this
reason, b-branched residues are good candidates
for intrahelical interactions at i, i  4. This is consistent with the high scores of Ile and Val in the i,
i  4 contact propensity calculated by Walther &
Argos (1996), a scale in which Leu scored only
slightly above average.
Padmanabhan & Baldwin (1994) used circular
dichroism (CD) to measure the interactions of
L[IVL] and [IVL]L pairs at i, i  3 and i, i  4 in
soluble peptides, and observed stronger helix
stabilization in i  4 pairs. The energy of interaction of pairs of hydrophobic residues at different
registers in an a-helix has been calculated by
Creamer & Rose (1995) using an exhaustive Boltzmann-weighted conformational search. The interactions of pairs formed by Ile, Val and Leu at i,
i  4 were more stabilizing than those of i, i  3
pairs. The energy ranking observed for these pairs
at i, i  4 agrees with our data (summarized in the
[Large][Large]4 panel in Figure 6) in the fact that
the smallest effects are observed when there is a
Leu residue on the N-terminal side in the pair
(LL4, LI4, LV4). The calculations made by Creamer
& Rose (1995) were in only partial agreement with
the experimental results reported by Padmanabhan
& Baldwin (1994), who, conversely, observed higher helix content in L[IVL]4 than in [IVL]L4 pairs.
However, Creamer & Rose (1995) calculated the
interaction energies relative to the same pair at i,
i  2 (on opposite faces in helical conformation)

Upon solution of the NMR structure of the GpA
transmembrane dimer, MacKenzie et al. (1997) proposed that the association of the monomers might
occur between two largely preformed interfaces.
The idea was based on a fundamental implication
of the two-stage model for membrane protein folding (Popot & Engelman, 1990). The ®rst stage of
the model involves the partitioning of largely
hydrophobic TM segments in the lipid bilayer,
which is strongly favored by the hydrophobic
effect. The backbone adopts a helical conformation
to satisfy its strong hydrogen bonding potential in
the low-dielectric environment. Sequence speci®city comes into play only in stage 2, when the
equilibrium of associations of the preformed
helices is established. Given the two-stage model,
it is possible to have a notion of the structure of
the unassociated state (helical) that is generally not
available with the unfolded state of soluble proteins. This information is crucial to relating
observed structural features of the native state to
the energetics of folding, since stability depends on
the differential between the energies of folded and
unfolded states.
In the GpA dimer, many interfacial side-chains
(Ile, Val, and Thr) have only one populated rotamer as a consequence of being in a helix
(Dunbrack & Karplus, 1993; Schrauber et al., 1993).
Under the assumption that the GpA TM is helical
in the monomeric state (recently con®rmed experimentally by Fisher et al., 1999), MacKenzie and
colleagues pointed out that minimal loss of rotameric freedom upon dimerization was therefore
expected. Later, a theoretical model based on a
large number of GpA mutants indicated loss of
side-chain entropy as one of the major factors
destabilizing
dimerization
(MacKenzie
&
Engelman, 1998), supporting further the hypothesis
that rotamerically constrained interfaces could
provide a signi®cant contribution to the stability of
association.
In our results, there is a signi®cant dichotomy in
the role of the three larger aliphatic residues Ile,
Val and Leu. The b-branched Ile and Val are, with
Gly, the residues involved in the strongest correlations. Conversely, Leu, the most frequent residue
in transmembrane domains, has only a secondary
role. As a g-branched side-chain, Leu can sample
more conformations in helical secondary structure.

Interaction of b -branched residues at i, i4
might modulate helix flexibility in TMs
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while the CD data re¯ects the position of a helixcoil/strand equilibrium.
These three studies relate intrahelical side-chain
interactions to helical stability in aqueous solution
and they concur on the importance of i, i  4
contacts. In the membrane, the helix is already
stabilized by the environment, but side-chain interactions might additionally affect the ¯exibility of
the helix. This might be especially true for pairs of
b-branched residues at i, i  4, as their only favorable w1 rotamer conformation locks them in close
proximity. In bacteriorhodopsin, the only helical
membrane protein structure available at better
Ê resolution (Luecke et al., 1999), the four
than 2 A
[IV][IV]4 pairs found in regular a-helical conformation have an average minimal distance (center
to center of the closest Cg or Cd atoms) of only
Ê (SD). An example (residues I108 and
4.2(0.3) A
V112 on the fourth transmembrane segment) is
shown in Figure 8. Whether the strongly correlating pairs of b-branched residues at i, i  4 are
important to diminishing transmembrane helix
¯exibility is an interesting question. If validated
experimentally, it could provide further support to
the hypothesis that a reduction of entropy in the
helical unassociated state (in turn a destabilization
of the unfolded state, if independent helices are
stable in the bilayer) could be a signi®cant factor in
the transmembrane association equilibrium.
On the other hand, glycine is frequently
observed in membrane helices and induces ¯exibility. Glycine is compatible with helical conformation in membrane proteins, as evident in GpA,
which is largely helical in both the monomeric and
dimeric states despite three glycine residues in its
TM sequence (Fisher et al., 1999). However, extensive studies in host peptides by Deber and colleagues have shown that, while Gly has a
considerable tendency to form a-helices in membrane mimetic environments, it is somewhat destabilizing compared to the more hydrophobic side
chains (Li & Deber, 1992a,b; Liu & Deber, 1998).
This is consistent with the observation by Ri et al.
(1999) using a Monte Carlo simulation of a single
TM. The ranking observed for increased ¯exibility
(Gly > Ala > Val) correlated well with the severity
of voltage-dependent gating phenotypes when
these three residues were substituted for the wildtype Pro residue in connexin32.
Thus, a pair of b-branched residues i, i  4 and a
pair of glycine residues at i, i  4 might lie at opposite sides of a hypothetical ¯exibility scale in TM
helices. The favorable role of Gly in helix interactions might require the presence of additional
stability from the b-branched residues. This argument provides a speculative but plausible explanation for the strong correlations between the GG4
pair and [IV][IV]4 pairs observed in opposite faces
of the helix at i  2, which could perhaps have a
compensatory role in modulating helix ¯exibility.

Figure 8. Example of a pair of b-branched aliphatic
residues at i, i  4 in the fourth transmembrane segment
of bacteriorhodopsin (RSCB PDB code 1c3w). Both I108
and V112 are in their standard helical rotamer in which
the g-carbon atoms are positioned away from the disfavored gaucheÿ orientation. According to the IUPAC
nomenclature rules, the rotamers are designated respectively as trans and gauche. The van der Waal sphere of
the carbon atoms of closest approach is represented by
Ê ). The center-to-center distance between I108dots (1.9 A
Ê.
Cg2 and V112-Cg2 is 4.1 A

Final remarks
Many instances of the ``GG4  b-branched''
motif and its variations can be found in the available X-ray structures of helical transmembrane proteins. An in-depth comparison of the results of our
analysis with the structural models has not been
completed at this stage. This comparison could
offer further insights into the physical role of this
motif and of other observed correlations. For
example, it would be interesting to put the strong
association of Ile, Val and Leu with neighboring
Pro residues in relation to the geometry of the
kink.
We have shown that the inherent simplicity of
helical membrane proteins structure results in correlations between residues that are detectable with
simple statistical methods and that suggest
interpretations in terms of protein chemistry. In
turn, our results also support the validity of TMD
prediction techniques. With the growth of primary
data provided by the genome projects, these results
are an indication of the important role that
sequence analysis will assume in the near future in
the membrane protein ®eld as a complement to the
interpretation of experimental and structural data.

Methods
Database
The source of transmembrane sequences for this work
was the annotated database Swiss-Prot, release 37 and
updates to March 17, 1999 (Bairoch & Apweiler, 1999).
All sequence fragments corresponding to a TRANSMEM
annotation in the FT ®eld were extracted and a database
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Figure 9. Calculation of probability distributions of pair occurrence with the TMSTAT method. The Figure is
explained fully in the Appendix.
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of 46,946
(Table 1).

transmembrane

domains

was

compiled

Homology cleanup
Homology removal was performed at the level of the
TM sequences by eliminating each sequence that was
exceedingly similar to another sequence. Given the large
number of proteins in the database, homology elimination at the level of the TMDs was a practical and effective alternative to more complex and intensive clustering
procedures at the protein level (Boberg et al., 1992;
Brenner et al., 1998; Gerstein, 1998; Hobohm & Sander,
1994; Hobohm et al., 1992). In addition, the TMD-level
procedure takes care of the ``internal homology'' sometimes present within a given protein while preserving
any non-homologous TMDs of otherwise homologous
proteins. The annotated sequences were extended (or
occasionally shortened) to a length of 30 residues using
the ¯anking regions. Two sequences were compared in
all possible frame shifts using a 100 PAM matrix derived
from the Mutation Probability Matrix of Jones et al.
(1994) and the maximum score was recorded as the similarity score of the pair.
Sequences were eliminated according to the following
process. First, all pairs with similarity scores of 50 or
higher were ranked by score, from highest to lowest.
Then, beginning with the pair with the highest score,
one member of each pair was marked for removal. The
particular sequence in a pair chosen for removal was
determined by its priority number. Priorities, assigned
according to the description of the annotation in the
Swiss-Prot database, gave preference to non-potential
transmembrane domains:
0, transmembrane sequences of potential protein
(ORFs identi®ed in Swiss-Prot with IDs starting with
the letter Y);
1, transmembrane domains marked as POTENTIAL,
PROBABLE or POSSIBLE;
2, annotations that included the words BY
SIMILARITY;
3, remaining annotations.
Sequences with larger priority numbers were kept in
the database, and when members of the pair shared the
same priority number, one was randomly chosen for
removal. The cleanup proceeded down the list of pairs
so that when a pair in which neither sequence had been
marked for removal was encountered, priority numbers
were assigned and only one sequence was subsequently
kept.
Pair and triplets definition
The analysis of the pairs correlation was performed on
all combinations of amino acids separated by one to ten
residues (20  20  10  4000 pair correlations analyzed). Pairs at i, i  k are indicated using the one-letter
code of the two residues followed by the separation k
(register): for example, AL1 corresponds to the sequence
AL and AL3 to AxxL.
The triplets analyzed were formed by all combinations
of residues at separations ranging from 1 to 5
(20  20  20  5  5  200,000 triplet correlations). Triplets are represented by VI2P3 (corresponding to
VxIxxP).

Input sequences
The analysis was performed on sequences of ®xed
length instead of the entire annotation, in order to limit
the analysis to the hydrophobic core of the sequences.
The most hydrophobic window of 18 amino acid residues in a span of 30 residues centered on each annotation was selected using the GES scale (Engelman et al.,
1986). Occasionally, the selected window included residues outside the original annotations.
Exceedingly hydrophilic sequences with a hydrophobicity score below 15 were excluded from the analysis
(4.9 % of all sequences). Low-complexity sequences
(when a single residue represented more than half of the
composition of the sequence or two residues more than
two-thirds of the composition of the sequence) were also
excluded (0.5 %).
Pair and triplet correlation analysis with TMSTAT
The occurrences in the database of all pairs and triplets of residues were counted. The probability distributions associated with any possible number of
occurrences of each pair and triplet were calculated from
the composition of the individual sequences, as
explained in Appendix and in the scheme in Figure 9.
The statistical signi®cance of the observed deviations of
each occurrence from its respective average expected
value was calculated by the two-tailed integral of their
probability distributions.
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Appendix I: Calculation of Expectation
Distributions for the Occurrence of Pairs and
Triplets of Amino Acids in a Database of Short
Sequences with the TMSTAT Method
The aim of the present analysis is to survey frequently occurring patterns of residues (pairs and
triplets) in transmembrane sequences. For this, we
need some measure of the expectation of occurrence of the patterns. The simplest way to calculate
this is from the average composition (i.e. the probability of ®nding a particular residue is constant at
all positions in all sequences and corresponds to its
frequency in the database). However, this
approach requires the assumption that, in terms of
composition, all sequences derive from a homogeneous population and that residues do not cosegregate or anti-segregate in different sequences.
This assumption is not required if the expectation is based on the composition of each individual sequence instead of the overall composition of
amino acids in the database (i.e. the probability of
®nding a particular residue is constant at all positions within a sequence and corresponds to its frequency in the sequence). However, ®nite sequence
length effects also need to be accounted for, since
they are quite important for short sequences
(18 residues in our case). A solution is to base the
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calculation on all theoretically possible internal
permutations of the sequences, that is, to take into
account the length and composition of each
sequence once internal positional information has
been removed. A way to conceptualize this is to
ask: What would be the probability of ®nding a
certain number of occurrences of a pair in the database after all sequences have been randomly permuted? Considering the entire theoretical set of
different databases that can be obtained from the
original when the sequences are allowed to independently assume any possible internal permutation, the probability corresponds to the fraction
of all permuted databases that contain that exact
number of occurrences of the pair.
The expectancy distribution of a pair based on
all theoretical permutations of all sequences could
be approximated by cycles of random shuf¯ing of
the sequences and sampling of the occurrences.
However, a sampling algorithm would produce
estimates with errors that are higher at the tails of
the distribution, i.e. where greater precision would
be desirable. To completely avoid errors, we have
calculated analytically the exact theoretical distributions of expectancy of any pair. The TMSTAT
method is schematized in Figure 9 of the main text.
The calculation is divided into two phases: in
phase 1, the probability distributions for occurrences of pairs in single sequences were calculated
and stored in a matrix table for later use. Consider
the pair ALk, A and L as examples of any two
non-identical residues at positions i, i  k: the
probability that pair ALk will occur NALk times in a
particular sequence is:
P NALk jl; k; NA ; NL 
which depends on four parameters; the length of
the sequence l, the register k and how many Ala
(NA) and Leu residues (NL) are in the sequence. It
is de®ned as the fraction of all possible permutations of the sequence containing exactly NALk
occurrences of the ALk pair. An example of the calculation is shown explicitly in the scheme for a
short ®ve residue sequence with two Ala and two
Leu residues and at register 3. The box shows all
30 possible permutations of the short sequence (the
non-A and non-L residue is symbolized by a dash):
of the 30 possible permutations, 19 (63.3 %) have
no occurrences of the AL3 pair. The pair occurs
once in ten (33.3 %) and twice in one (3.3 %) of the
permutations. All sequence probability distributions for all relevant combinations of the four
parameters (l  18; k  1 to 10; NA  1 to 9; NL  1
to 9) were calculated and tabulated for later use.
Pairs formed by two identical residues, as for
example LLk, obey different distributions, P(NLLk j
l, k, NL), that were analogously calculated and
tabulated.
The speci®c database is considered only in phase
2, when actual occurrences of the pairs are counted
and the database probabilities are computed. The
overall probability distribution of occurrence of the

pair ALk in the database, PDB, was calculated by
iteratively convoluting the speci®c single-sequence
Pj(NALk) distributions tabulated in phase 1 relative
to the [lj, k, NA, j, NL, j] parameters provided by
each j sequence of the database considered. The
probability of observing NALk occurrences of the
pair ALk in a database of n sequences can be calculated according to:
PDB n NALk  
N
ALk
X

PDB nÿ1 iPn NALk ÿ ijl; k; NA;n ; NL;n 

i0

de®ned recursively, with initial PDB(0)(0)  1. NA,n
and NL,n are the number of Ala and Leu residues
in sequence n.
An example of the process is shown in the
scheme where the ®rst three steps and the ®nal
result are illustrated for the analysis of the occurrences of the pair AL3. All sequences in the database analyzed have ®xed length l of 18 residues
(this restriction is not necessary in general and the
method applies to mixed-length sequence databases). The ®rst sequence of the database contains
two Ala and three Leu residues. No occurrence of
AL3 is observed in this sequence (black arrow at
zero occurrence in chart) In the ®rst step of the
procedure only one sequence has been considered
and the probability distribution of the database,
PDB(1)(NAL3) (bar chart) corresponds to the probability distribution of sequence 1, P1  P(NAL3
jl  18, k  3, NA  2, NL  3).
The second sequence of the database contains
®ve Ala and ®ve Leu residues, and in this case one
occurrence of AL3 is observed. P2 is thus P(NAL3 j
l  18, k  3, NA  5, NL  5) and the cumulative
PDB(2) distribution is then obtained from P2 and
PDB(1), as shown in the example. Two occurrences
of AL3 are found in the third sequence, bringing
the total to three for the database at this stage, and
PDB(2) is then obtained from P3 and PDB(2). The calculation becomes more complex as more combinations are available and the curve assumes a
more bell-shaped character.
Once all 13,606 sequences had been analyzed,
the PDB distribution has converged to a bell curve.
Average expected values and standard deviations
were calculated from the probability distribution
curves according to:
X
N ALk 
NALk PDB NALk 
NALk

SDALk 
v
u
X
2
uX
2
t
NALk PDB NALk  ÿ
NALk PDB NALk  :
NALk

NALk

The observed 4140 occurrences of AL3 in the
database are slightly above the average expectation value of 4043.1. The two-tailed integral of
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the PDB(NAL3) function provided a signi®cance
for the observed occurrences of a pair. The integration was computed on formally derived
curves; therefore, no assumption regarding the
nature of the distributions was necessary Twotailed integrals were used, since both above and
below-expectation values were considered signi®cant. The signi®cance of the occurrences of the
AL3 pair is low (p  0.075), that is, if the residues were actually randomly distributed there
would be a realistic possibility of observing an
equal or greater number of occurrences by random chance.
The analysis of the triplets was performed with
an analogous method. The single-sequence probability distributions were calculated for the triplet
ALk1Vk2 as:

P NALk1 Vk2 jl; k1 ; k2 ; NA ; NL ; NV 
based on all possible sequence permutations and
tabulated for the relevant ranges of l, k1, k2, NA, NL
and NV (Ala, Leu and Val representing any three
non-identical residues at relative spacing k1 and
k2). Probability distributions were also calculated
for triplets in which residues are repeated
(AAk1Lk2, ALk1Ak2, ALk1Lk2, AAk1Ak2). The cumulative probability distribution, PDB, for the occurrence of each triplet in the database was calculated
with the same recursive formula of the pairs. The
TMSTAT method is, in principle, applicable to
quadruplets and higher-order multiplets, although
the increased number of combinations can limit the
feasibility.
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